KEEP PRODUCTION ALWAYS-ON WITH CONSUL NEOWATT, YOUR ANY TIME POWER PARTNER

ATP
ANY TIME POWER

Consul Neowatt’s range of uninterruptible power systems (UPS) ensure that power quality issues do not dictate the schedule of your production line. Allowing you to unleash your full business potential to maximize your profits.

VISIT US AT
HALL NO.12A
STALL NO. E7
AT PLASTINDIA 2018 FOR UNINTERRUPTED POWER.

For Enquiries, 73972 22294 or enquiry@consulneowatt.com
UNINTERRUPTED POWER FOR UNINTERRUPTED BUSINESS

Consul Neowatt UPS, proven for wide range of plastic, printing and packaging machinery

- Windsor Machines
- Kabra Extrusiontechnik
- JSW
- Ferromatik Milacron
- Rajoo Extrusion
- Lohia
- Bobst
- Nilpeter
- GCL
- Komori
- Samaran Packaging
- BOSCH Packaging
- KBA Indo Polygraph
- Chinese Extruders
- Windmoeller & Hoelscher
- HP
- Heidelberg
- MHI Printing & Packaging
- RMGT
- Insight Print
- Reifenhäuser

FALCON ONLINE DOUBLE CONVERSION UPS (10-800 KVA)

- Modular Construction
- IGBT Based Rectifier and Inverter
- Latest generation 32-bit floating-point DSP controller design
- Advanced Thermal Management
- CAN Bus Communication
- Fan Redundancy
- Long Life AC Capacitors
- Multi colour TFT Screen (optional)

PELICAN OFFLINE UPS (30 – 600 KVA)

- Intelligent high efficiency operations for energy savings (98-99% Efficiency)
- Classified as VFD topology (IEC 62040-3)
- Transfer time of <5ms
- Inbuilt galvanic isolation between battery and Load
- Available upto 600KVA

Green alternative to UPS or DG
Successfully operating and measured efficiency using power analyzer is 98%

SOME OF OUR ESTEEMED CUSTOMERS

Pipes: Prince Pipes, Silvassa & Chennai | Sadanand PVC, Belgaum | Skipper Pipes, Hyderabad | CRI Pumps, Hosur

Woven Polysac: Subbalakshmi Poly, Surat | Siddharth Poly, Morbi | Dhuni Polymers (My Home), Hyderabad | Universal Polysack, Beawar

Krene Paka, Bengaluru | JPS Plastic, Baghpat | Future Flex, Kalpesh

Printing: Panjntali, Hardwar | Huttamali PPL, Mumbai | Penta Flex, Ahmedabad | Krish Flexi Pack, Silvassa

Mehta Flex, Gujarat | Signode, Bengaluru | Janta Print Art, Mumbai | Norvin Flexo, Hyderabad

Blown Film: Vishaka Polyfab, Gandhinagar | Mehta Flex, Gujarat | Metro polythene, Daman | Norvin, Hyderabad

Creative Polymers, Surat | Fortune, Kolkata | Bharat Carton, Delhi

CONSUL NEOWATT

Global Indian UPS

Service Offerings

- Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contracts (AMC) | AMC for Third Party UPS, Stabilizer, Inverters and other power products
- Battery Replacement Services | Power Audits | Stabilizer Retrofits | Rental UPS And Stabilizers | Stabilizer Oil Replacement | Remote Monitoring

Range of Products

- Online UPS (1-800 KVA)
- Servo Controlled Voltage Stabilizer
- Active Harmonic Filter
- Static Transfer Switch
- Offline UPS
- Isolation Transformer
- Emergency Lift Operating System
- Solar Inverter

For Enquiries, 73972 22294 or enquiry@consulneowatt.com